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We can see that however they have managed to adapt to their environment and survive the storm. A major
expansion occurred in when the Komatsu Iron Works was established to manufacture mining equipment and
machine tools. They started by developing agriculture heavy tools and equipments which allowed them to
grow exponentially for several decades. As of , the sales and revenues of Caterpillar Inc. At the same time,
Komatsu, a major competitor of Cat, took the opportunity to aggressively enter the US market. The variables
were: total return for the stock as the dependent variable and independent variable is the total return for the
stock. We can now understand the words of CEO mentioned above, indeed in a very short period of time, even
if everything was going very well, was a terrible year for Cat. Suggested solution: Without explicitly
establishing and supporting customer-oriented service quality standards there is little chance that the
organization will be able to meet expectations for service quality. Focusing on heavy machinery on opening
up new companies in smaller field after a while would have been more profitable I believe. They are surely
implementing a system of control whereas good behavior by employees is rewarded in order to boost
motivation and especially sales figures. Caterpillar did manage however to remain standing strong in the face
of its competitor Komatsu and overcome the recession with unfortunately some losses. They used their large
professional dealers in order to boost their sales. The decision to go for a more product oriented organization
structure shows that they are modernizing the structure and therefore allowing for quicker product
development, quicker decision making, better focus on customer in each department, focus on sales becomes
easier while failing products become more easily identifiable. Gap 1, the "Service Strategy", "Knowledge" or
"Market Information" Gap is the difference between service customer expectations and service provider
management understanding of â€¦show more contentâ€¦ Resolving this gap means getting the process right.
Caterpillar, in reference, delineates an ROA of 4. Even though Cat were cutting cost, this cost saving is not
obvious in the financial information at hand. How did they manage to survive? While in as well, a major strike
of 7 months by workers was done. Caterpillar Tractor Company, Inc. From a financial point of view, their net
profit was decreasing while the actual sales were fluctuating along normal range. Caterpillar is so much
focused on entering different markets and competing in such a wide area of products I, if in a position in the
company, would have focused the company on what they do best; heavy machinery. The distribution of sales
however show a move from their local market to foreign market which could explain an increase in sales but
also increase in costs which could have been allocated to training the right partners abroad, lower profit
margin and sale price, debt payments to implement their project of automation. They should decide if the US
market will still be profitable to them in the heavy construction equipment industry as well as the diesel
engines industry. Our standard deviation of the total return was used as a one measure of the risk of an
individual stock. The prescription for Gap 2 failure is defining processes, clarify roles, and to document and
measure service delivery goals and performances. Cat became with such a change closer to its customers,
increasing customer service, satisfaction as well as allowing for faster new product development. One of their
best moves was the changing of the traditional functional structure to a more dynamic product orientation
structure which for sure increased the customer satisfaction level as well as retention ratio. Set, communicate,
and reinforce customer-oriented service quality standards for all work units. They realized their weaknesses
and did their best to get out of the sticky situation at their best. They used their knowledge to even push more
the dealers into training which has also affected the image and satisfaction of customers. The economic
recession and the decline in the construction industry are an indicator for the US market as a whole. The
company has been conducting business worldwide for over 85 years. This enabled them to cut down costs
even more by laying off another employees. It is generally agreed that 4 factors influence the degree to which
management understands what customers want and need. What did they do? Corporate Strategy The vision of
the company is clear, becoming a leader in most heavy duty markets on a worldwide scale. A better quality
and a more focused management team on each of their product line improved quality of product, service as
well as overall satisfaction of employees which was one of their major weaknesses. They want to compete and
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become a cost leader in their field; they want to reach a large number of markets, new customers, image of
quality and service. They started making some changes in prices, entering new markets, etc in order to survive.
I believe entering smaller markets and competing with smaller companies, and entering many new markets
was a smart idea however I believe it was done too fast. What was the strategy used by Caterpillar?


